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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BY AND BETWEEN

NABAGRAM AMAR CHAND KUNDU COLLEGE,
MURSHIDABAD

AND
MILLI AL-AMEEN COLLEGE (FOR GIRLS)

il

THIS MEMORANDUM OF TINDERSTANDING (MOU) is made on this day of 22"d luly 2022
bEtwEEn NABAGRAM AMAR CHAND KI.INDU COLLEGE, MURSHIDABAD and MILLI
AL-AMEEN COLLEGE (FORGIRLS) formutual cooperation witnesseth in academic exchanges
pfiogram development and research. This document establishes the guiding terms and principles of
collaboration among the two organizations:

Framework of both the Organizations

NABAGRAM AMAR CHAND KLINDU COLLEGE, NabagTam, MuTshidabad is
affiliated under the University of Kalyani, Kalyani, Nadia, West Bengal, India represented
by its Teacher-in-charge Abhijit Bhattacharyya referred to as First Party (which term or
expression shall unless,excluded by or repugnant to the context be deemed to mean and
include its in oflice, representatives, administrators, and assigns) of one part.
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MILLI AL-AMEEN COLLEGE (FOR GIRLS) UGC approved affiliated under Calcutta
University and Government of West Bengal aided college located at 43, Hare Krishna
Konar Road, Kolkata, PIN 700014 lndia represented by its Principal Dr. Sunanda Halder
referred to as Second Party (which term or expression shall unless excluded by or
repugnant to the context be deemed to mean and include its in office, representatives,
administrators, and assigns) of the other Part.

il. Purpose of the Agreement

Both parties are pleased to enter upon an agreement to establish ties of academic
cooperation in order to contribute to the achievement of their overall goals as institutions
through following but not limited to:
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4.

Joint Educational Research
Faculty Exchange Programme
Exchange of Academic materials
Any other activities that are mutually agreed upon and are beneficial to both

III Execution of the Agreement

The specific activities to be carried out under this agreement will be stated in corresponding
specific sub-agreements. Such specific sub-agreements, once approved by all the parties,
will be attached as annexure to this agreement. The specific sub-agreements among all the
Parties will specify their objectives, conditions and ways of execution, financial support,
period the sub-agreement will be in effect, and administrative responsibility within each
institution.

Term and Expiration of the Agreement

It is understood that this agreement will come into effect after being signed by the two
parties and will be established for a period of five years. After these five years it will be
automatically extended for same period, unless one of the Parties expresses an intention
(by written notification) to cancel the agreement at last 90 days before the expiry date. The
amendment, termination and expiration ofthis MOU will not affect the terms of activities
ongoing at the time of notification of amendment, termination or expiration, unless
otherwise agreed upon among the parties.

Any additions, changes, or deletions to this document must be approved by the
representatives of both Parties. All notices shall be in writing and shall be directed to these
representatives.

Non-Exclusivity
This Agreement is a non-exclusive agreement, and both parties remain free to enter into
similar agreements with other parties.
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vr. Special Provisions

l. Each party will take approval from the other party in writing prior to using the

latter's name and logo for the activities hereunder on a case-by-case basis.

2. Both parties hereto shall do their utmost to ensure the smooth and efficient

implementation of the Programs.
3. Boih parties will consult with each other for any subsequent associated agreement

informally and attempt to resolve disputes or misunderstanding that may arise in

the administration ofthis MOU or any subsequent associated agreement informally.

4. Neither party can misuse this MOU by involving the name of the other without the

written consent from the other parties.

VII. Disputes

If any dispute airs in respect of the MOU, in that case both the organizations will discuss

and settle the maffer amicablY.

IN WITHNESS WHEREOF both Parties have set and subscribe their respective hands and

seals on the day, month and year first above written

For
NABAGRAM AMAR CFIAND KLJNDU

For
MILLI AL-AME,EN COLLEGE
(FOR GIRLS COLLEGE)

u"*""-2^,ffmtrY
Name: Dr. Su

- Designation: PrinciPal
Dr. I UNz\Il'DA IIALDAR

PRINT]iI'AL,
Nlil-LL{t, Al,illllN COt.LUCE (For Cin
4i, H K i..onar Roac, Kolkata - 70001.,

Witness'" Witness

JaatrtogpLW
CoordinatKr. NAAC
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Nabagram Amar Ghand Kundu Gollege
(Coyl. oided &offiliored to the Univerity of [olyoni)

Nabagram * Murshidabad * Pin -742184
Website : wr.vw. nabagramackco I I e ge. i n or u,rvw'. nackcon I ine. com

* Phone: 9907 464847 * Email:nackcollege@yahoo.com

Report on MOII for the Session

2022 - 2023

Colleges under MOU: Nabagram Amar Chand Kundu College, Nabagram, Murshidabad and Milli AL-
Ameen College (For Girls), Kolkata

Date of Execution of MOU: 2210712022

Tenure of the MOU: 5 years

Purpose/ Objectives of MOU:

r To promote academic excellence and innovation in education;

o f[ facilitate the sharing of academic resources between the two institutions;

r l[ collaborate in the development of new educational programs and initiatives in

accordance with the directives of NEP 2020.

o To share information and expertise in areas of mutual interest

4. Activities conducted under MOU: -

1.

2.

3.

Date of
Activity

Nature
of

Activity
Resource Person Topic Discussed

No. of
Students

Benefitted

t010812022
Special

lecture

SABAHAT AMBREEN (PoI
Science) Milli AL-Ameen College

(For Girls)

Electorate and Electoral
Behaviour (with special

reference to the Indian context)
40

21t08t2022

Special

lecture

Mr Tanmoy Dutta (Pol. Sc.)

Nabagram Amar Chand Kundu

College

Role of Pressure Groups in Indian

Politics
35

0410212023
Special

lecture

Mr. Abhijit Bhattacharyya

(English) Nabagram Amar Chand

Kundu College

Gender and Literature 30
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OUTCOME:

Faculty Exchange Programme conducted under MOU with has helped the college to provide a

quality academic exposure of students and given them the opportunity to interact with faculties

having specializations in various fields of their discipline.

The faculties too got an opportunity to interact among themselves and share views regarding

teachin g-learning process.

The practice of academic exchange has proved to be very helpful in developing a healthy mutual

relationship leading to holistic development of both the institutions.

--So,.r^)^f,,* Kb,"^-

(Dr. Soumitra Kar)
Principal

Nabagram Amar Chand Kundu College
Nabagram, Murshidabad, West Bengal, India

(Dr. Sunanda llalder)
Principal

Milti AL-Ameen College (For Girls)
Kolkata, West Bengal, India

DR. SoUMll RA KAR, (Ph. D)
PrinciPal

tlsaoam. Amar Chaild Kundu Cdegc
' --id.*tastat' 

Dist.'Murdrldabad

IUd-BcBal' Ptf12181


